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The Office of  Sustainability 
has played a significant role in 
environmental and conservation 
efforts on campus for nearly the 
past decade. However, this year 
marks a time of  pivotal changes for 
the organization with their funding 
dropping by 60 percent over the past 
two years. With this drop in funding, 
a new governance agreement must be 
written for the office, which will now 
be run under the student government.

Under review will be UAF’s 
overall sustainability plan as well as 
the student project grant program that 
has been supported and funding by the 
Office of  Sustainability in past years.

Examples of  these projects are 
the six solar panel installations on 
campus, the green bikes program, 
the electric shuttle which runs during 
the summer months, electric carts 
to replace some of  the trucks used 
for summer work and LED light 
upgrades in several campus buildings 
to cut down on electricity use.

When the office was originally 
created, their budget was made up of  
a sustainability fee of  $20 a semester 
paid by each student and a match of  
that sum by the Chancellor. This year 
the chancellor’s match has been cut, 
dropping half  of  a office’s budget.

“Since that went away, Vice 
Chancellor Sfraga felt it was time to 
write up a new governance agreement 
that didn’t ref lect chancellor’s 
m a t ch , ”  M i ch e l l e  M o u t o n , 
former sustainability director said.

Students taking 9 or more credits 
in a classroom can now get season 
passes for Ski Land, a local ski 
area located twenty miles north of  
Fairbanks at Cleary Summit. However, 
the Hulbert Nanook Terrain Park will 
no longer be available on campus.

Over the next 5 years UAF is 
transferring $70,000 in private funds 
as well as park rails, fencing, signage 
and the trail grooming machinery to 
Ski Land in exchange for the passes. 

The Alaska Nanooks Volleyball 
team (2-10, 1-4 GNAC) dropped 
a three-set decision, 25-14, 25-
19 and 25-20, to in-state rival 
No. 10 ranked Alaska Anchorage 
(15-1, 5-0 GNAC) at the Alaska 
Airlines court on Tuesday, Sept. 27.

“Maybe we were too amped up, 
we’re just so anxious to get a little 
breakthrough,” Head Coach Brain 
Scott said after the match. “It showed 
tonight in the first set we were just 
making some silly mistakes. Whoever 
settled down the fastest was going to 
get it and (Anchorage) settled down by 
the third set and I think we were still 
trying to settle down by the third set.”

The ‘Nooks got 9 points from 
freshman middle blocker Kim Wong, 
who finished with 7 kills and 3 
blocks. Junior outside hitter Maddie 
Davis pitched in with 5 kills and one 
ace. Junior server Rachel Nichols 
led the team with 22 assists, while 
on defense, Senior libero Meagan 
Olsen racked in 16 digs for the night.

Alaska Anchorage had a team 
total of  45 kills as they hit .309 in 
the match. Leah Swiss led all players 
with 13 kills and had three digs and 
2 assists. Chrisalyn Johnson had 8 
kills and Erin Braun had 7 kills to go 
along with her 2 service aces. Morgan 
Hooe was very efficient going 6 for 8 
on kills while dishing out thirty assists.

Now that the office is funded 
entirely from a student fee, it will be 
run under the ASUAF umbrella like 
other student funded organizations. 
Sfraga felt it was no longer appropriate 
for the Office of  Sustainability to be 
its own department with the change 
in funding, according to Mouton.

“We were not aware of  the changes 
until about a month and a half  ago 
when we got a letter saying the office is 
terminated and you are laid off which 
was a huge shock,” Mouton said.

In previous years the money 
collected from student fees has 
added up to approximately $250 
thousand a semester, which was 
then matched by the chancellor 
at the time, creating a semester 
budget of  about $500 thousand.

The cut of  the chancellor’s 
match combined with a drop in 
student enrollment at UAF, has the 
office of  sustainability looking at 
a budget of  about $210 thousand 
this semester, less than half  of  
what they are normally allotted.

Because of  the significant 
drop in funding, the office is 
examining which projects will be 
continued as well as which positions 
within the office must be cut.

“My position was too much of  
a draw because it was originally 
paid from the chancellor’s match,” 
said Mouton, who will be leaving 
the office at the end of  December.

Mouton, who has been the 
Director of  Sustainability since August 
2009, will be staying on half  time 
through the end of  the semester to 
assist in the organizational transition. 

Previously it cost about $35,000 
per year to run the terrain park.

“Basically we gave them an 
evaluation of  all of  the equipment 
and goods, and we applied that 
so for the next five years it’s 
buying them season passes for all 
of  the students,” DJ Larson, Ski 
Land’s general manager, said.

To receive their season pass, 
students can go to the SRC 
between Oct. 25 - 27. After Oct. 
27 students can have a voucher 
printed at the SRC which can be 
redeemed for a pass at Ski Land.
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Nanooks swept by Seawolves

On Tuesday, Sept. 27 at the UAF Alaska Airlines court, UAF Kim Wong (12) spikes the ball agaisnt UAA outside hitter, Leah Swiss (7) and middle, 
Vanessa Hayes (18). Nyla Ivanoff / Sun Star
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The public safety report is compiled from police blotter information and interviews with UAF police officers. Individuals 
named as arrested and / or charged with crimes in this report are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

Agency Assist

9/20/2016 4:15 a.m. - Alaska 
State Troopers requested assistance 
from police with a suspicious vehicle. 
Officer responded and made contact.

9/22/2016 12:16 p.m. - Fairbanks 
Police Department responded to a 
report that an individual was spreading 
paint on the floor and door frame 
of  the CTC building on Barnette 

Criminal Trespass

9/24/2016 8:44 p.m. - An officer 
was on scene as the Dean of  Students 
was having difficulty with a student 
trespasser in the area of  the bonfires.

9/24/2016 11:18 p.m. - Two 
individuals were trespassed from the 
property as they were heading back 

Inter im Chance l lor  Dana 
Thomas faced questions regarding 
Haven and AlcoholEdu training 
and potential athletic cuts when he 
visited the Oct. 2 meeting of  ASUAF.

Colby Freel, ASUAF president, 
brought up privacy concerns 
regarding data students provide to 
EverFi, the private company that 
created the training programs. It is 
unclear what rights EverFi holds with 
regard to the data, according to Freel.

“My understanding is that 
the company retains all of  that 
information and can distribute it 
as [EverFi] sees fit,” Freel said. 
“So my question is has your office 
or maybe the general council 
looked more closely at that issue 
and our student’s privacy rights?”

The information that students 
give to EverFi is primarily in an 
optional questionnaire, Thomas 
said. He also stated he would 
look into the policy further.

Thomas brought up some other 
ideas, including replacing the training 

to the Starvation Gulch bonfires.

9/25/2016 12:25 a.m. - A fight 
broke out in the Nenana parking lot 
during the bonfires. All individuals 
involved were advised to leave the 
area, and were given warnings. One 
of  the individuals, 21-year-old Tyler J. 
Overturf  of  North Pole later returned. 
He was promptly arrested and sent to 
Fairbanks Correctional Center, and 
was charged with criminal trespass.

Disorderly Conduct

9/25/2016 12:05 a.m. - A mutual 
fight among 4 participants broke out in 
the area of  the bonfires. The fight was 
broken up by UAF police officers, and 
the participants were given a twenty-
four hour trespass from the area.

DUI

9/22/2016 1:12 a.m. -  An 
officer stopped a vehicle for moving 

with a required general education 
course. It’s important to note that 
unless the course is reduced cost, even 
a one credit course would cost more 
than the fine, according to Thomas.

Thomas said the administration 
was looking into a having a shorter 
course for students who are only 
taking one course especially since 
that demographic of  people are 
usually members of  the Fairbanks 
community who are not traditional 
students and students over 25 years 
of  age have shown reluctance 
to  complet ing  the  t ra in ing.

The $150 fine was originally $300 
as proposed by the Title IX office, 
but the Chancellor’s Cabinet agreed 
on $150, according to Thomas.

Thomas brought up the cost 
of  sports teams and the fact that 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) requires colleges 
with sports to have a minimum 
of  ten teams. The UA Board of  
Regents have voted to not consider 
complete elimination of  the sports 
teams, according to Thomas. The 
board is trying to get permission 
from the NCAA to allow Alaska 

violations. The driver, 19-year-old 
Vincent W. Lawton of  Fairbanks, 
was found to be driving under the 
influence. Lawton was arrested and 
transported to Fairbanks Correctional 
Center and charged with a DUI.

Harassment

9/26/2016 9:31 a.m. -  A 
threatening voicemail was left on 
the University President’s office 
phone. An officer responded and 
transferred the voicemail for an 
FBI follow-up. Suspect known to 
have prior history with the FBI.

Suspicious Circumstances

9/22/2016 5:22 a.m. - A custodial 
worker reported that someone 
may be in the building before 
open hours. Officer responded and 
extra foot patrols were performed.

to have fewer than the required 
ten teams, which would be the 
first such exemption if  approved.

Freel believes students value 
athletics enough to provide for 
them financially if  needed. ASUAF 
will conduct polls to learn more 
about student’s thoughts, Freel said.

Active and Innovative Minds 
Student Officers Huckleberry 
Hopper and Enzo Fochesatto gave 
a short presentation about their 
club, which helps students start their 
own businesses. They discussed the 
successes of  their club such as getting 
first, second and third place at the 
Start-Up Weekend competition. 
Hopper and Fochesatto are hoping 
to get the club to be self-sustaining 
and even possibly giving money 
back to the School of  Management. 
They also are looking into ways 
for the Office of  Sustainability 
to  pr ivate ly  suppor t  i t s e l f .

The Senate confirmed Murph to 
the Elections Board. They nominated 
Lopez and O’Scannel for the Student 
Affairs Committee Chair, where Lopez 
received 2 votes with 3 abstaining.

During the Officer Reports 

Theft

9/24/2016 5:47 p.m. - A green 
bicycle was reported stolen from the 
bike rack outside of  the Duckering 
building. The bike was locked and 
the investigation is still ongoing.

9/28/2016 11:15 a.m. -  A 
backpack was reported missing 
from the Museum of  the North coat 
room. Investigation determined the 
complainant had the tote when leaving 
the museum, and the complainant 
is now looking at off-campus 
locations they visited afterwards.

Welfare Check

9/25/2016 3:55 p.m. -  A 
request was made to check on a 
student in Lathrop Hall. Officer 
made contact with the student.

Anderson-Agimuk stated he and 
Freel will be giving a State of  the 
Association address on Oct. 25.

The 3 committees, Internal 
Affairs,  Public Relations and 
Student Affairs had nothing to 
report. The Executive Committee 
has still not had their first meeting.

The Senate discussed SB 187-003 
Purchase of  ASUAF Branded Shirts or 
Vests and SB 187-004 An Act to Fund 
“Student Government Perks.” They 
did not, however, vote on anything.

Appointments

The Senate confirmed the presidential 
appointments of  Dawson Mann and 
Joe Altman to the ASUAF senate.

Attendance

P r e s e n t :  R a y mu n d o  L o p e z , 
Ryan Cain, Molly O’Scannel, 
Diane Murph, Ben Anderson-
Agimuk,  Patr ick  Namwembe

Not Present: Ivik Henry excused, 
Cordero Reid (was present for 
the first half  of  the meeting)

Josh Hartman
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Ben Ellis
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The Sun Star welcomes 
commentary from our readers! 
Please include the author’s full 
name and contact information 
(phone, e-mail or address), as 
well as a preferred title for your 
piece. E-mail your letters to 
editor@uafsunstar.com. Letters must 
be received by 5 p.m. Friday 
in order to be run in the next 
issue.  All letters are subject to 
editing for brevity and grammar.
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In recognition of the 70th 
anniversary of independent 
student journalism at UAF, 
the Sun Star has amended 
this year's volume number to 
reflect the continuing legacy 

of the Polar Star.

ASUAF is the elected student government of the University of Alaska Fairbanks.  They recieve around $500,000 per fiscal year 
in student fees and provide funding for the Sun Star, KSUA and the Concert Board as well as student groups and services. Their 
meetings are held weekly and open to the public.

Dana Thomas discusses trainings and sports
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Each year the College of  Liberal 
Arts gathers its departments to host 
the ‘We are CLA’ open house, which 
seeks to generate interest in the 
college, and exhibit to campus and the 
Fairbanks community the value of  the 
liberal arts and the accomplishments 
o f  UA F ’s  l a rg e s t  c o l l e g e . 

This  year there are f ive 
scholarships each of  $500 to be 
given away. Organizers have created 
a scavenger hunt for the event, with 
the winners each being awarded 
a scholarship. The scavenger hunt 
will include activities like meeting 
the CLA student adviser, Kathleen 
Nava, and scheduling an advising 
meeting, an effort to get students 
more involved in the college.

The event  was or ig inal ly 
created by current CLA Dean Todd 
Sherman to attract new students 
to the college. However, over the 
years it has morphed into an event 
that still attracts new students 
but also largely caters toward 
current students and connections 
with faculty and col leagues.

“Often the CLA departments can 
get somewhat disconnected because 
it is such a huge college,” Alexander 
Hirsch, a political science professor 
said. “This event is great because 
it allows the departments to gather 
and generate a collective identity.”

The event is both informative 
and dynamic, Hirsch said, meant to 
educate students in what is going in the 
college but to also get students excited 
about being involved in the liberal arts 
in general. It provides information for 
new and current students with each 
department hosting its own table, often 
including a fun interactive activity.

Last year the music department 
had instruments out at their table, 

“Well, I’m sort of  an adventurer-
composer. I guess that’s the best I 
can offer,” Stephen Lias said, when 
asked to define his professional title.

Lias composed two of  the three 
works in the Fairbanks Symphony 
Orchestra’s opening concert for 
their 2016-2017 season, titled 
“Celebrating the Centennial of  the 
National Parks Service,” which was 
held last Sunday. The Orchestra 
performed works inspired by the 
grandeur and beauty of  3 national 
parks: Denali, Gates of  the Arctic 
and Grand Canyon National Parks.

“One of  our park service goals 
in the centennial year is to... bring 
the parks to people who might 
not always get to go there.” Dave 
Schirokauer, chief  of  resources at 
Denali National Park, said. “[This 
concert] is one derivative product 
of  the parks that we can bring to 
the urban area, and hope to inspire 
people to know what we’re about.”

Lias, who composed the pieces 
inspired by the Denali and Gates 
of  the Arctic National Parks, has 
spent the past 6 summers in Alaska.

“I had been to Alaska once 
before in 2009 when I took a kayak 
adventure tour out of  Valdez, 
and with each passing year, my 
fascination with this vast and inspiring 
wilderness increases,” Lias said.

Lias served as artist-in-residence 
at Denali National Park in 2011. 
Since then, he’s led the “Composing 
in the Wilderness” workshop offered 
each summer in collaboration 
between the Fairbanks Summer Arts 
Festival and Alaska Geographic.

Both of  Lias’ pieces were 
composed as the result of  Artist-in-
Residency programs offered by the 
parks. One of  the requirements of  
the residencies is that participants 
produce artwork based on their 
experiences. Lias said that he likes to 
“get dirty”— he tries to focus on what 
is going on around him while he’s in 
residence, and doesn’t try to compose 
anything while he’s there. Instead, 
he takes thousands of  photographs 
and make extensive notes in a 
journal, both of  which he returns 
to once his experience is over and it 
is time to begin writing the piece.

“For the last 7 or 8 years, I have 
discovered that my adventure activities 
(particularly in national parks) have 
served as my most fertile sources 
of  inspiration,” Lias said via email. 
“It has also (to my surprise) given 
me a unique identity as a composer. 
It allows me the opportunity to 
combine a variety of  my strongest 
interests, and produces (I hope) music 
that seems to be reaching people.”

In a lecture offered before the 
concert on Sunday, an audience 
member asked Lias how long it 
typically takes him to finish a piece.

“It really depends,” Lias said. 
“I was working on the Gates of  the 
Arctic piece and a piece about Glacier 
Bay at the same time, but the Glacier 
Bay piece would be performed earlier. 
So I had to put the Gate piece on hold. 
It took about six months. The group 
who premiered the Denali piece was 
scheduled to perform it very soon after 
my return [from the residency], so I 

open for people to play. Previously the 
philosophy department has worn togas 
to express their love for the Greeks.

“This  event  g ives  us  an 
opportunity to express in a prideful 
way who the college is, what it is we do 
and why it’s important,” Hirsch said.

The liberal arts in general has 
been defensive over the years with 
regard to claims that receiving a 
degree in the college of  liberal arts, 
as opposed to Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math fields, won’t 
be marketable later when looking 
for a job, Hirsch said. This event 
allows the college to show that the 
liberal arts provides important life 
skills like communication and critical 
thinking that will assist students even 
in other departments and later in life.

With the current climate of  
economic uncertainty with both the 
state and the university, the CLA 
feels this event is also important 
in influencing how the college 
is viewed and the value placed 
in it as the university undergoes 
large scale cuts and continues 
to prepare for more substantial 
changes in structure, Hirsch said.

finished that one in about a month.”
The concert featured not only the 

sounds of  the Fairbanks Symphony 
Orchestra, but also a projected 
multimedia presentation for each 
piece performed. Lias’ own photos 
were featured in all three pieces, 
combined with other stills and video 
clips produced by Park Service 
photographers. The Gates of  the 
Arctic piece was written with this 
type of  presentation in mind, Lias 
said, although this was the first time 
that the piece had been played in the 
state of  Alaska. The photographs 
and videos were timed to the beat 
and movements in the music, with 
Lias operating the projection. 
Photographs of  bear and wolves 
appeared alongside thrumming notes 
from the double bass, while videos 
of  bees alighting on flower petals 
matched the droning of  violins.

Alaska is home to fifteen national 
parks, preserves, monuments and 
national historic parks. The state 
also claims thirteen national wild 
areas, forty-nine National Historic 
Landmarks and a host of  National 
Park Service offices. Alaskan land 
makes up over 60 percent of  all 
of  the land administered by the 
National Park Service. It is no 
surprise that an Alaskan locale would 
play host to a concert honoring the 
National Park Service Centennial.

“I have been working closely with 
the parks in Alaska and the Fairbanks 
community since 2011, but back 
in May of  2015, Greg Dudgeon, 
Superintendent of  Gates of  the Arctic 
National Park, met with Maestro 
Zilberkant and the symphony board 
in the hopes that they would consider 
… planning a park-themed concert,” 
Lias said. “Since I had written 
pieces about Denali and Gates, it 
made sense to have the Fairbanks 
Symphony include these pieces.”

The third piece performed by 
the Orchestra, the famous Grand 
Canyon Suite, was composed by 
Ferde Grofé between 1929-1931, and 
consists of  five distinct movements 
all illustrating different elements 
of  the park. Although the Grand 
Canyon Suite was written before most 
people owned a television, this was 
not the first time that suite had been 
accompanied by moving pictures. In 
1958, Walt Disney produced a short 
film, featuring color film footage of  
the park set to the Grand Canyon 
Suite. The movie won an Academy 
Award in 1959 for Best Short Subject.

Lias has also been an Artist-
in-Residence at Rocky Mountain, 
Glacier, Glacier Bay and Bering 
Land Bridge National Parks, and has 
written more than 10 pieces inspired 
by his experiences in National Parks. 
There are over 400 sites administered 
by the National Parks Service, but Lias 
said that, due in part to his schedule as 
a professor at Stephen F. Austin State 
University, he tends to lean towards 
the parks that offer summer programs.

“[I think about] how fragile 
and insignificant I am,” Lias said, 
about what he takes away from his 
experiences in the parks. “I find that the 
single most common line of  thought 
that I end up with is one having to 
do with humility, and smallness, and 
fragility. It’s a big world out there.“

Ellamarie Quimby
Sun Star

Ellamarie Quimby
Sun Star

The season pass is not available 
for students only paying the $75 
SRC fee and not taking 9 credits and 
students still need to pay for gear 
rentals or bring their own gear to 
make use of  the ski area. Ski Land 
student passes ordinarily cost $350 for 
season passes and $30 for day passes, 
according to Ski Land’s website.

The terrain park, which consisted 
of  a variety of  jump and rail 
“features” for skiers and snowboarders 
to perform tricks on, is being moved to 
Ski Land in an effort to extend the life 
of  the terrain park with its remaining 
funding, as well as provide a better 
experience for students who weren’t 
interested in doing tricks.

“The terrain park 
was started with a 
donation from the 
Hulbert family. We 
had gone through 
three-quarters of  
that funding and 
essentially had two 
more years left. And 
obviously given the budget 
climate I didn’t feel strongly I 
was going to find that funding through 
general funds or student fees, etcetera, 
so I tried to use my resources more 
effectively,” Mark Oldmixon, director 
of  the UAF department of  recreation, 
adventure and wellness, (DRAW) said.

Accord ing  to  Oldmixon , 
the deal turns two years of  just 
a terrain park into five years 
of  a full ski area experience.

The  dea l  was  pr imar i l y 
organized by Oldmixon and Larson.

“Ski Land had a lot more to 
offer and we then could jump 
start their terrain park experience 
so it was just really a synergistic 
relationship,” Oldmixon said. 
“They’re really community-minded 
and looking to grow Ski Land 
so it’s a win-win partnership.”

“On our side we’re going to get 

so many new users so it makes it 
a very good deal on our side too,” 
Larson said. “Everybody kind of  
ends up with the better hand in this.”

However, given the distance 
between UAF and Ski Land, the new 
location of  the terrain park will be 
less accessible for students without 
reliable transportation. To mitigate 
this, Ski Land may offer shuttles 
during their busier spring months.

“In the spring months when it 
warms up a bit we’ll be exploring 
options to have a shuttle running, 
and that’s something we’ll work with 
DRAW on to have a stop on campus 
as well as probably at Fred Meyers to 
pick up anybody who’s not willing to 
make the drive up there,” Larson said.

In the past, Outdoor Adventures 
has also offered trips to Ski Land 

for students and they will 
continue to offer skiing 

trips this season as well.
Sk i  Land  ha s 

been in continuous 
o p e r a t i o n  s i n c e 
it was started in 
1962 by a group 
of  Fairbanks skiers, 

and has been recently 
been purchased by local 

company Far North Alpine 
Ventures, LLC in Sept. 2015. 

In previous years Ski Land mainly 
consisted of  more challenging runs for 
experienced skiers and snowboarders, 
but among other additions Ski Land 
now has a hike-up beginner hill.

“It will be a great time too for 
those who have never skied before to 
give it a shot for the first time. The 
spring months are nice and warm, 
it’s a great place for even those who 
aren’t interested in skiing to just 
grab some of  the tasty food we have 
up there and sit with a beautiful 
view and do your homework and 
watch other people ski,” Larson said.

The terrain park at Ski Land will 
still be called the Hulbert Nanook 
Terrain Park, which will be reflected 
in trail maps and signage. The 
original donors support the move.

Ski Land
Continued from pg. 1. 

“Ski Land 
had a lot more to 

offer and we then could 
jump start their terrain 

park experience so it was 
just really a synergistic 

relationship.”
- Mark Oldmixon, director 

of DRAW

What: We Are CLA 
open house

When: Oct. 7,
3 - 5p.m.

Where: Fine Arts 
complex, Great Hall

Why: Scholarship 
opportunity

At a glance:

Texas composer celebrates 
Parks Centennial in Fairbanks

'We Are CLA' spotlights 
liberal arts

Fairbanks Symphony Orchestra Music Director Eduard Zilberkant conducts the Saturday, Oct. 1, 
dress rehearsal for the Symphony’s concert season opener on Saturday, October 1st.
Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star
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The Centennial Science and Stewardship Symposium on Oct. 19 - 21 in the Wood Center will feature science done in Alaska through history.  Collaring a grizzly bear in Gates of the Arctic National 
Park and Preserve as part of a multi-year study of grizzly bear habitat use and diet. Photo Courtesy of National Park Service / David Gustine 

The Centennial Science and Stewardship Symposium on Oct. 19 - 21 in the Wood Center will feature science done in Alaska through history. An 
international team of researchers excavate an 800-1,000 year old archaeology site at Cape Espenberg. Photo Courtesy of National Park Service / 
Andrew Tremayne

Symposium highlights 100 years of science
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

Why should sc ient i s t s  be 
just as skilled at crafting a good 
Tweet as writing good journal 
articles? This is one question to 
be answered in a session of  the 
Centennial Science and Stewardship 
Symposium on Oct. 19 - 21.

The National Park Service Alaska 
Region will be hosting the Symposium 
at UAF. The event will go over the 
ways that science and scholarship 
have shaped the past century of  
national park management. The 
symposium will be composed of  
sessions featuring research and 
stewardship in national parks.

“ T h e r e ’s  s o m e t h i n g  f o r 
everyone, it’s a really wide scope of  
presentations that are available, so I 
encourage people to check out the 
program online,” National Parks 
Service Science Communicator Nina 
Chambers said. “It’s fairly informal, 
there’s no charge, we just are happy 
to share the information and really 
encourage people to stop by.”

Presentations range a variety of  
topics relevant to science, scholarship 
and park management. Presentations 
that emphasize interdisciplinary 
themes are encouraged according 
to the Arctic Research Consortium 
of  the United States website. 
Sessions will span the disciplines of  
natural resources, cultural resources, 
subsistence, education and outreach.

It’s an opportunity to celebrate the 
Park’s 100 years of  activity by looking 
at the body of  science that Alaska 
has and applying that knowledge to 
the future, according to Chambers.

T h e  l a s t  S c i e n c e  a n d 
Stewardship Symposium was in 
the fall of  2005 when the 8th 

World Wilderness Congress met in 
Anchorage, according to the Arctic 
Research Consortium website.

There are five different tracks: 
climate science, science tools and 
applications, cultural dimensions, 
wildlife and science communication

The Parks Service is really 
hoping that UAF students will come 
to the event, which is why the event 
will be on campus and registration 
is free, according to Chambers.

“I think it’s a really great 
opportunity to interact with scientists,” 

Chambers said. “If  you’re young in 
your career and are interested in any 
of  the science that we’re doing it’s a 
really great opportunity to listen to 
some of  the sessions and get to know 
some of  the parks service scientists 
and university scientists and United 
States Geological Survey scientists.”

All of  the Symposium’s activities 
will be in the Wood Center, with the 
exception of  two evening sessions 
which will be in the Schaible 
Auditorium. The first one is about 
what scientists do in the field. The 

second one is a film festival on Oct. 20, 
showing around 2 hours of  short films. 
On Friday there will be tours of  the 
permafrost tunnels, the Large Animal 
Research Station or the Museum of  
the North depending on interest. The 
full event schedule can be found here.

“The evening sessions especially 
for families to come and hear stories 
and watch the film festival, I think 
those are the best opportunities 
for the public,” Chambers said.

The Sun Star is hiring a new 
multimedia editor and a new 
staff writer!

Contact editor@uafsunstar.com or call 
907-474-7540 for more information

Your
face 
here!

STAR
SUN
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At the start of the match on Tuesday, Sept. 27. UAA senior Morgan Hooe (2) set the ball 
to UAA senior Erin Braun (15) to help win the set 14-25. Mylissa Maclin / Sun Star

UAA freshman Diana Fa’amausili (17) and first year Vanessa Hayes (18) get the block as UAF’s outside 
hitter, sophomore Amberly Jeane (17) spiked the ball during the first set at the Alaska Airlines court. 
Mylissa Maclin / Sun Star

UAF freshman Jenna Hickel (7) dives for the ball towards the end of set three. UAA won the set 25-20. Mylissa Maclin / Sun Star

The Nanooks came out facing 
an early 2 point deficit before by 
junior hitter Maddie Davis gave 
the team their first points of  the 

night, followed by a bad set by an 
Anchorage player, tying the set 2-2. 
Anchorage wouldn’t look back after 
that, railing off  4 straight points 

to give them a comfortable 6-2 
lead and eventually winning that 
set in dominating fashion 25-14.

In the second set, the Nook’s would 
jump out of  the gate with a two-point 
lead with a kill from Wong and an 
attack error by an anchorage player. 
UAA would eventually take control of  
the set, distancing themselves from the 
Nanooks, 14-7. Despite the late push 
from Alaska, with 3 points to make the 
score 23-19, Anchorage would score 
the next 2 points to take the set, 25-19.

The final set proved to be 
competitive down the stretch as 
Anchorage held on to a 21-15 lead 
until the Nanooks scored 3 straight 
points closing the gap, 21-18. The 
team wouldn’t get any closer than 3 
points down, as Alaska Anchorage 
closed the game out with back to 
back kills winning the set 25-20.

The Nanooks will be in action on 
the road against the Montana State 
Billings Thursday, Sept. 30 at 5 p.m.

Volleyball
Continued from pg. 1.

Photo of the Week: Instagram user ‘roykero’
Congratulations to this week’s 
Photo of the Week Winner 
roykero - please come to the Sun 
Star office at 1 p.m. this Sunday, 
Oct. 9 2016 in Constitution Hall 
in room 305 to collect your prize!

The Sun Star wants YOUR photos! 
Post your pictures throughout 
the week on Facebook, Twitter or 
Instagram under  #UAFSunStar. If 
we pick your photo it’ll be printed 
in the paper and you’ll win great 
prizes!

Your ad 
could be 

here!
To sponsor next 
week’s Photo of the 
Week, contact Sarah 
Manriquez , Sun Star 
advertising manager 
at 907-474-6043 or 
ads@uafsunstar.com.
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Sarah Manriquez
Photo Editor

The office of  sustainability will then 
be run by the Review of  Infrastructure 
and Sustainable Energy (RISE) board 
under the guidance of  ASUAF.

“Fortunately everyone got on 
board quickly with the RISE board 
and we have been able to get a 
lot done,” Mouton said. “They’ve 
been very aggressive in getting all 

that they need to get done, done. 
They now have a new approved 
governance agreement and are 
currently working on the bylaws.”

While the office will be run 
under the student government, the 
sustainability budget will still be 
separate, with additional monitoring 
from the student government body.

The big question now is what 

to change about the organization 
now that their budget is less than 
half  its former size, said Mouton.

“Now that the documents are 
done, our next job is setting priorities 
for the future,” Mouton said.

The student sustainability fee will 
be up for discussion again in 2020.

“It was just a ten year fee when 
it was set up,” said Mouton. “So it 
will be to the students to decide what 
they want to do and whether this is 
something they want to continue.”

There is the potential for large 
scale changes in the next few months, 
according to Mouton. The RISE 

board will discuss whether to continue 
some of  the office of  sustainability’s 
biggest projects like the student 
projects grant program, the campus 
recycling program and green bikes. 
No decisions have been made with 
regard to program cuts yet but 
Moudon says that student input is key.

“I f  s tudents  have s t rong 
feelings about whether they want 
they want to continue within the 
office of  sustainability, they need 
to let the RISE board and ASUAF 
know,” she said. “We hope that the 
student body will be vocal because 
in the end it’s really up to them.”

Sustainability
Continued from pg. 1.

MFA Show: "Works in Progress"

“Works in Progress” MFA 
Show, showcasing the artwork of  
5 graduate students, opened in the 
UAF Art Gallery this past Tuesday, 
on Sept. 27th. The students featured 
in the 2016-2017 show — Jenny 
Chamberlain, Ellamarie Quimby, 
Max Bartsch, Alyssa Enriquez and 
Sharon Hollensbe — are working 
toward their masters of  fine arts. 
“Works in Progress” is a small sample 
of  the work these students make. 
Between the five of  them there are a 
variety of  mediums represented from 
painting to photography to ceramics.

“This semester is one of  the 
most cohesive and self-motivated 
groups of  MFAs that we have 
had in recent years,” Zoë Jones, 
professor of  art history said. “They 
all are relying on each other and 
learning from each other in a way 
that will ultimately make their 
thesis exhibitions much stronger.”

The show will be up in the gallery 
through Oct. 14. The UAF gallery 
hours are 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. Different shows in the 
UAF Gallery can be expected roughly 
every 2 weeks throughout the semester.

Ellamarie Quimby
The four photographs Quimby 

has hanging in the gallery are 
a preview of  her thesis work, 
which she will show next spring.

“The work documents my 
mother’s diagnosis and experience 
with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, 
sometimes called ALS or Lou 
Gehrig’s Disease,” Quimby said.

Quimby is a photography student 
from Annandale, VA, who earned 
her undergraduate degree in Fine 
Art Photography at the Corcoran 
College of  Art and Design. She then 
moved on to receive her masters of  
teaching with an emphasis in art 
education. Quimby chose UAF to 
pursue her second master’s degree 
because the UAF program has a 
heavy emphasis on photojournalism. 
Her undergraduate degree in fine 
art photography focused much 
more on conceptual and high-art 
methodologies and she was interested 
in expanding her photojournalist 
educat ion .  Addi t iona l l y  she 
wanted to live in a place that was 
very different than her home.

Her goal in attaining a second 

master’s degree is to qualify to 
teach studio art and photography 
at the university level.  After 
graduation she plans to apply to 
teaching jobs at boarding schools 
and museums on the east coast.

Photography is important to 
Quimby because it allows her to digest 
and understand the world around her.

“Processing things from behind the 
screen of  a camera lens allows for both 
physical and emotional space between 
me and whatever is happening 
in front of  me,” Quimby said.

Jenny Chamberlain
The mugs, bowls and pitchers in 

the gallery are some of  Chamberlain’s 
older work. She considers this work 
a stepping stone for the work she is 
creating now. She takes her inspiration 
from the ocean and her current pieces 
focus more on movement and texture.

“I love to leave traces of  
my fingerprints or hand marks 
on each pot ,”  Chamberla in 
said. “Small, hidden details and 
textures that hint at what inspires 
me the most- Coastal Alaska.”

Chamberlain is a MFA graduate 
student in ceramics with a minor in 
photography. She is originally from 
Thiensville, WI and earned her 
undergraduate degree in Natural 
Resource Management at the 
University of  Montana. Chamberlain 
first came in Alaska in 2009 for a 
seasonal position with the U.S. Forest 
Service as a Wilderness Kayak Ranger 
out of  Juneau. She was accepted in the 
Resilience and Adaptation Program 
at UAF but halfway into her first 
year of  graduate school she quickly 
realized that she wanted to be a potter 
and applied to the MFA program.

Chamberlain’s ultimate goal is 
to be a studio potter and work out 
of  her own studio. She and her 
husband plan to stay in Alaska after 
she graduates and build their home 
together on the coast. In her spare 
time she enjoys being outside and 
walking on the beach collecting 
treasures and taking photographs.

“Alaska has become not only 
my home but a prominent source 
of  inspiration for my work and 
my lifestyle,” Chamberlain said.

Max Bartsch
The 8-foot large scale painting 

titled “Digestive Throng, those that 
Breathe” and the five canvas prints 
hanging in the gallery are all pieces 

Bartsch started and completed over 
the past couple of  weeks since his 
arrival at UAF. Much of  his work 
revolves around organic forms and 
symbols. He is drawn to bulbous, 
round shapes and often develops 
abstracted representations of  organs, 
specifically the pancreas and stomach.

Bartsch is a MFA painting and 
printmaking graduate student from 
Purdys, NY. He identifies mostly as a 
painter but also works in printmaking, 
performance and installation. Bartsch 
comes from a family of  artists and 
teachers. He received his Bachelor’s 
of  Fine Arts at the University of  
Cincinnati. Bartsch knew he wanted 
to attend a university in the north for 
his graduate degree considering he 
finds that he works best in the winter 
and at night and was looking to try 
a radical change in his environment 
and see how it affected his aesthetic.

In his spare time, Bartsch 
col laborates  wi th fr iends  to 
put  together  a  podcas t  on 
iTunes called “The Crit Crew.”

“We talk about video games and 
how they pertain to art,” Bartsch 
said. “I like the social experience 
of  recording with people. Its nice 
to document a conversation.”

Bartsch enjoys collaboration in 
all faucets. During his undergrad 
he worked with the University of  
Cincinnati College-Conservatory of  
Music (CCM) Jazz Ensemble and 
Jazz Lab Band for their “Shaken 
Not Stirred” concert featuring James 
Bond music with a contemporary 
twist. Bartsch performed as an action 
painter with a full scale orchestra, 
for a two hour performance with 
a full assembly of  several hundred 
people. His completed painting 
was then raff led off  and the 
monies went to CCM scholarships.

“I have a necessity to work,” 
Bartsch said. “I have a habitual need 
to keep making things. I relate it to 
the core of  human creativity since I 
don’t necessarily know why I like to 
make things constantly- that whole 
dynamic is kind of  interesting.”

Max Bartsch, MFA painting/printmaking student stands in front of his 8-foot long painting titled, “Digestive Throng, 
those that Breathe”. He started and finished the large scale painting and his 5 small canvas relief prints over the past 
few weeks since school started. Sarah Manriquez /Photo Editor

Ellamarie Quimby, MFA photography student, stands in front of several her 
photographs hanging in the “Works in Progress” MFA show. In July of 2014 
Quimby’s mother was diagnosed with ALS- Quimby’s is of her mother’s 
journey and is ongoing. “ALS is not a disease you get a timeline for. You 
could have it for 6 month, 6 years or be Stephen Hawking,” Quimby said. 
Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

 Jenny Chamberlain, MFA ceramics graduate student, holds one of her pieces displayed in 
“Works of Progress” MFA show. Despite being a self-proclaimed science person all her life, 
Chamberlain’s journey with clay began when was 15-years-old at a potter’s wheel in high 
school. Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor
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Alma
Peach

Genre: Sweet J-electro noise for kids
Alma, an artist I have just 

discovered and know nothing about, 
put out a release on Pink Queendom, 
a seemingly new label that appeared 

Balloons
Nice But Not Needed

Genre: Noise Pop
Another band I recommend you 

check out if  you’re in Fairbanks and 
into going to shows. Balloons, based 
out of  Anchorage, is a trio that has 
been making quite some buzz since 
the release of  their “Lost in White 
& Found in Black” EPs. They have a 
new three song EP that came out last 
month, but I will be reviewing “Nice 

Aseul
New Pop

Genre: Korean Electronica
This artist I discovered on a 

Bandcamp spotlight that popped up 
on my news feed alongside Neon 
Bunny, Oh Jee Hung, Flash Flood 
Darlings and other Korean artists I’ve 
stumbled across in the last year. I’ve 
been on a Abra kick and discovered 
Aseul at just the right time to help me 
pass the time before Abra’s next full 
length one.

10 seconds into the featured track, 
“Gong” I knew I was not going to be 
disappointed (I’ll tell you why soon...). 
So I went to the intro track titled 
“Intro” and prepared to listen intently 
(while multitasking other work as well 
of  course). “Intro” reminded me of  a 
menu from a game I played on Steam 
in 2013 called “Anodyne” mixed with 
another game I played on Steam 
over the summer called “To the 
Moon” (both are great including the 
soundtracks, though I never finished 
Anodyne).

on Bandcamp and Facebook not long 
ago. It seems to be run by Lillium 
Redwine (Lily~) and her friend Al Ma. I 
stumbled across this 5 song album after 
listening to Lily’s new “Burning In the 
Grave” EP. I was very impressed and 
pleased with the entirety of  both.

The first song on “Peach” is 
called “Alone Together”. It’s like the 
opening of  Wizard of  Oz, James and 
the Giant Peach and Street Fighter II: 
The Animated Movie all at once. The 
following track, “08” has some coldwave 
synths, sharp claps, and a loose kick 
drum that will be heard on the tracks 
that follow it. “Honey” has a JU4N-like 
choir synth strapped to the loose drum 

But Not Needed”, an eight song album 
from 2 months ago.

“Nice But Not Needed” opens 
with a track titled “Monster”, which 
also is the same title of  R.E.M.’s ‘94 
album and makes me wonder if  Colin 
Haughey meant that as a nod to the 
group. That might seem like a grand 
assumption, if  Colin’s singing voice did 
not sound so similar to Michael Stipe’s 
with a touch of  Dean Wareham. The 
song has hard 90s growl, like Balloons 
could have been one of  the Generation 
X bands had they been playing together 
in the 90s. The chorus starts off with a 
vocal change-up and doubled drum 
roll, but only picks up just enough to 
separate itself  from the verse.

“A Little Prayer” has an alternate 
strumming pattern that aids against 
monotony. “Schizophrenic Lone Wolf ” 
switches between a shouted vocal 
and a groaned Morrissey low voice. 

“Gong” is a nostalgia trigger for 
anyone who grew up on “Hybrid 
Theory”. Can I just say that that album 
is what “Siamese Dream” was for the 
people that weren’t fresh out the womb 
in 1993. Anyway, the song doesn’t have 
a drop like “Pushing Me Away” does, 
but I’m happy about it, because it 
means we’re not still living in the year 
2000 musically. Instead, it builds slowly 
on the liquid piano droplets with serene 
and somber words.

“Dazed” begins right where 
“Gong” left off, with flashing chorus, 
Night Sins-like guitar tone, with 808s 
pounding from below. The song 
flushes itself  in a wash of  flange and 
indistinguishable vocals that are being 
squished and panned from side to side, 
before returning to the English refrain. 
“Nothings” reminds me a bit of  LLLL’s 
“Paradice” album from the one and 
only Zoom Lens Label, because of  the 
crisp chops and dreamy vocals.

“Give Me Five” is more cheery 
and walk through the neighborhood 
sounding. That is, if  your ideal 
neighborhood that you visualize while 
imaging the world of  the music you’re 
listening to is peaceful and electronic, 
something like Onett or Vermillion 
City. “Weird World” is a painting of  
a dystopian future with a hopefully 
optimistic outlook.

“Blind Waltz” is an elegant 
piano composition. A good time 
to acknowledge that Aseul wrote, 
performed, recorded, and engineered 

and an elevating chord that resembles 
that sound of  leveling up. “HOLY 
WAR” is a short loop of  two hi-hat 
taps and a droning bell with a low 
hum holding down the bass.

Alma sings in English though 
I cannot make out the words she is 
saying due to the fx. A distant horn 
plays in the background in a evocative 
way before the song fades out 
altogether. “I’m a lonely housewife” 
has beautiful guitar arpeggio and 
hushed scratchy vocals that contain 
the song title in the lyrics. Another 
guitar of  equal clarity layers on and 
meshes in a cloud of  reverb for a 
sentimental effect.

“Delirium” is where the vocals really 
begin to sound unhinged. It sounds 
like Haughey’s voice is wanting to 
reach higher but running into a 
invisible barrier, the guitar part is 
very swift with its tremolo fuzz, like a 
knife through a pillow, or My Bloody 
Valentine. “Hope Floats” is fun, it 
geeks me out. “Never Bad” is a nice 
break from the haze with some cool 
tom rolls before the song picks up. 
“Stay Out of  My Dreams” is a good 
idea that gets ended abruptly. The 
Beatwave sounding drums makes me 
recall Hungry Clocks.

My favorite song on the album was 
“Two Bells” for its late-night leaned 
head against window, eyes half  open, 
flashing city lights sound. The verse is 
really awesome on its own, and so it 
the chorus that sounds very much like 
a distinct separation that bridges well 
from verse to chorus and vice versa.

every track on this album. “Elephants 
Mobile” is about not seeing what 
is right in front of  you (hence the 
elephant in the title), but how over 
time, if  you continue to ignore the 
elephant/problem, there becomes 
more of  them.

The lyrics say “세 마리 코끼리” 
meaning three elephants, but by 
the second verse there is a fourth 
elephant (“...네 모습이”). Fisher is 
a uniquely excellent track with a 
willfully forgetful message. The music 
skips along making it a song you will 
want to revisit. “Loveless” is a fun 
track that doesn’t sound like a MBV 
ripoff. The music video for this song 
features Aseul walking around in 
Korea, playing shows, and trying out 
equipment at a music store. There 
is a sense of  longing that can be felt 
despite the language barrier.

“The Bedroom Demos” might 
be my favorite track on the album 
because it stays interesting for a full 
10 minutes which is an impressive 
feat in this ADD/internet/consumer-
driven/whatever you want to call it 
generation. The bassline is kind of  
like something you might hear on “In 
Rainbows”, but there are these cool 
sparkly Electroplankton sounds that 
do all sorts of  neat swells and dials 
that induce euphoria in our nucleus 
accumbens. It evolves like a well-done 
DJ mix, except for all of  this was 
actually created by one person.

Lil’ music reviews A bi-weekly column by Alan 
Fearns, General Manager at KSUA

For the past few weeks, our advisors 
have been roasting the staff of  the Sun 
Star soundly for our lack of  election 
coverage. It’s a valid critique; there 
are plenty of  contentious races and 
initiatives in our state and borough that 
are worthy of  coverage.

But the big focus, much as it is every 
4 years, is the presidential election. 
Perhaps we’ve slipped in bringing you, 
our readership, coverage of  this contest, 
particularly its impact on campus. 
Maybe we’ve missed enthusiastic rallies 
or meetings that illustrate support for 
democrat Hillary Clinton or republican 
Donald Trump. As editor-in-chief  
of  the Sun Star it is absolutely my 
responsibility to bring this topic to light, 
and I will make a greater effort to do so.

Which is frustrating, because as an 
ordinary human being I am absolutely 
sick of  this garbage.

As the primaries wore on into 
2016, it became clear that the 
democratic contest was sticking to the 
script just as the republican one was 
flying off the rails. These are, as my 
professors have noted, the least popular 
candidates in the past forty years, 
and it comes as no surprise when you 
consider their backgrounds. Clinton is 
a career politician, widely regarded as 
untrustworthy, unrelatable, and out of  
touch with most of  America. Trump, 
meanwhile, is a flustered, blustery 
reality TV star turned fascist posterboy. 
The result is a shockingly virulent and 
divisive — yet utterly vapid — contest.

Many of  my friends have 
encouraged me to vote this cycle, 
eagerly and unironically citing that I 
should pick the lesser of  two evils, that 
it’s not the time for a protest vote. But 
why should I? In a lot of  the ways that 
matter to me, there’s no decision to be 
made: stated positions aside, we will 
almost certainly continue to surveil our 
own citizens en masse, crack down on 
whistleblowers and execute foreigners 
under suspicion without due process. 
Odds are we’ll start a war against a 
sufficiently scary “other.” Recreational 
drug users will continue to be thrown 
in prison. The detention facility at 
Guantanamo Bay will remain open. 
Picking from a false dichotomy for a 
moderately more comfortable domestic 
policy feels selfish at best and futile at 
worst.

A lot will have to change before 
I really get into an election again. 
The two-party system is broken, yes, 
but it’s not even the biggest problem 
in US politics by my reckoning. The 
overturning of  Citizens United v. 
FEC (possibly via constitutional 
amendment) would be a start, as would 
the elimination of  the electoral college. 
There’s pretty good ideas already 
out there for improving the way we 
select our leaders; the shame is that 
few people selected under the current 
system are likely to want it abolished.

This is hardly a new point of  view; 
no small number of  my contemporaries 
seem to feel similarly (at least in my 
social media echo chamber). My 
parents do, too; after urging me to 
vote for my entire young life, this year 
they’re hard-pressed to pinch their 
nose and make a decision. More than 
anything, though, I’ll just be glad when 
the ceaseless soundbites and perpetual 
punditry of  endless electoral coverage 
draws to a close — for better or worse.

Letters from 
the Editor:
Spencer Tordoff
Editor-in-Chief

Sick and sad again

Climatic risks are posing a 
threat to traditional ways of  life and 
native health. The International 
Arctic Research Center is answering 
questions at the forefront of  
research and working to help 
remote communities being impacted 
most. While the center generally 
focuses on hard scientific questions 
and their technical answers, they 
now hope to connect the science 
to basic, real-life climate issues.

To showcase these issues and 
get the UAF community more 
involved, the center is having its first 
Research Salon of  the school year 
Oct. 6 at noon. Research Assistants 
Abraham Endalamaw and Till 
Baumann organized the event and 

hope it will bring together different 
scientific fields to provide answers 
for questions about climatic threats 
in the remote parts of  the state, 
where impacts are greater on people. 

Baumann believes the series 
acts as a means of  engaging 
an audience  wi th  ques t ions 
about their local environments.

“The main interest is to connect 
the dots between the science and 
real-life impacts,” Baumann said. 
“Many physical climate researchers 
are trying to connect their results to 
the impacts on people living here. 
Health is one of  those impacts.”

To connect those dots, the 
pair is bringing together a climate 
expert, a social health expert and 
an expert at the interface. Each 
expert will give a brief  background 

of  their work, then the floor opens 
to the audience and their questions.

John Walsh, the climate expert on 
the panel as well as Arctic Research 
Center president, mentioned concerns 
over invasive species, compromised 
water sources, wildfire threats and 
risks to subsistence food sources.

“Some notable health risks that 
I see are invasive species, including

harmful algal blooms that are 
temperature-sensitive. These are

already posing risks to marine food 
sources in the waters around southern 
Alaska,” Walsh wrote regarding 
climate-related issues Alaskans face.

T h i s  m ean s  th a t  r i s i n g 
temperatures in the arctic could 
lead to algal bloom expansion in 
more northern waters, impacting 
subsistence fishing in the communities 

that rely on it. With cascading 
elements complicating the issues, a 
forum like this one can bring clarity.

Science Spotlight: Research Salon series starts Thursday
George Krinkle
Sun Star

What:
Research Salon
When:
Oct. 6, noon.
Where:
401 Akasofu
Why:
To understand climate 
change in everyday 
language

At a glance:
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Visiting artist talks clay and balance

Lichman explains her process of altering the wheel-thrown forms, using custom tools and her hands. Lichman described her pots as unapolo-
getically feminine, both in form and decoration. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

The Student Ceramics Art 
Guild hosted Brenda Lichman this 
past week, a ceramicist and teacher 
from Wichita, Kansas. Lichman 
makes functional ceramics, like 
mugs, teapots and bowls. During 
workshops and demonstrations on 
Monday and Tuesday, Lichman 
modeled her methods to 30-40 
students and community members 
in the campus ceramics studio.

“The pots begin on the wheel. 
Simple forms are thrown with a 
soft, feminine profile focusing on 
accentuating the belly or the hip 
of  the pot. This is where I want to 
create the most sense of  volume and 
strength in the form,” Lichman said.

Lichman begins her pieces 
by throwing basic mug or bowl 
shapes on the pottery wheel. She 
balloons those shapes out around 
the bottom or middle third, adding 
volume and visual weight to the 
original form. After the clay has 
been allowed to settle and harden 
slightly, she spends time applying 
decoration using slip, a viscous 
mixture of  clay powder and water. 
Her thick slip surface decorations 
mimic icing layered on a cake.

After the slip has had time to set, 
she manipulates the forms further, 
pressing out from the inside of  the 
shapes, adding small bellies in between 
the lines of  slip. She fires her pieces in 
a soda kiln, a method of  atmospheric 
firing that produces a specific effect 
on slips and glazes and renders 
every pieces fired one-of-a-kind.

Lichman has made a name for 
herself  in American pottery with her 
particular method of  surface design. 
Jenny Chamberlain, a Master’s 
student majoring in ceramics, 
attended both days of  demonstrations, 
as well as Lichman’s Monday night 
artist talks in the Murie Auditorium.

“I could really relate to her 
interest in movement, and the figure. 
There was repetition and balance and 
flow, and it’s all captured and explored 
through the different textures that she’s 
using on her pots,” Chamberlain said.

Lichman spoke at length during 
her demonstrations and artist talk 
about the importance of  balance 
in both her life and work. As well 
as working as a functional potter, 
Lichman teaches ceramics and 
drawing at Wichita State University. 
She discussed how her initial focus 
in college, graphic design, 
brought her to her 
love of  pottery.

“I was sitting 
at a computer 
for hours a 
day, barely 
moving. I’m 
a n  a c t i ve 
p e r s o n ,  I 
love sports— 
I  need  to 
stand up and 
d o  t h i n g s , ” 
L i ch m a n  s a i d .

A f luke in her 
course scheduling meant 
that as a college senior, she had one 
introductory 3D studio class left to 
fulfill. After those first couple of  weeks 
in the ceramics class that she chose, she 
called home to tell her family that she 
was changing her major, Lichen said. 
She attributes her initial fascination 

with clay to how physical the act of  
making becomes and how difficult it 
was for her to master at the beginning.

Many of  the questions posed to 
Lichman during her demonstrations 
in the ceramics studio inquired 

into her inspirations and 
inf luences. Lichman 

spent time discussing 
her own ceramic 

education, and 
her many male 
instructors who 
e m p h a s i z e d 
solid, traditional 
pot designs with 
little delicacy to 

them. Lichman 
questioned this, 

asking why her self-
described femininity, 

and feminine designs, made 
her work worth less than theirs.

She spent time after college 
really developing her style and 
interests.  The key to feeling 
successful in art making, according 
to Lichman, is to find the element 
that you love most about making 
that kind of  art, and then make that 
element the thing that you do best.

Lichman finished a Bachelor 
of  Fine Art in Ceramics from the 
University of  Wisconsin-Eau Claire in 
1998. In 2002, she went on to complete 
a Master of  Fine Arts in Ceramics 
at the University of  North Texas. In 
2008 she curated an exhibition for 
the National Council on Education 
for the Ceramic Arts Conference 
and the May 2009 issue of  Ceramics 
Monthly named her an Emerging 
Artist. She has been published in 
both “Surface Design for Ceramics” 
and “500 Teapots, Volume 2.”

Ellamarie Quimby
Sun Star

The material Lichman uses for decoration, slip, is a mixture of dried, powdered clay, water, and sometimes other minerals and materials. 
Lichman applies slip to her work using a flexible plastic rib tool. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Lichman explains her process of altering the wheel-thrown forms, using custom tools and her 
hands. Lichman described her pots as unapologetically feminine, both in form and decoration. 
Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

“Simple forms are 
thrown with a soft, feminine 

profile focusing on accentuating 
the belly or the hip of the pot. 
This is where I want to create 
the most sense of volume and 

strength in the form.”
-Brenda Lichman, ceramicist

What: Student 
Ceramics Art Guild
When:
Thursdays, 5 - 6p.m.
Where: Art 415, 
Fine Arts Complex
Why: Visiting artists, 
workshops, lectures

At a glance:
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Naturally Perspiring By  Mason Schoemaker

This week’s ‘Nook on the street was 
compiled by Max Erickson / Sun Star

‘Nook on the Street
In light of  the debates this past Monday Sept. 26 this week we asked students:

Did you watch the presidential debates? If  so, do you feel better or worse about 
your options this election year?

Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
This calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 4
What’s great? Pets are great. Pets are the 
best. Your dog is the best. My cat (she is 
fat and soft and her name is Jazz) is the 
best. Every single pet is the best and that 
is a true fact. However, if  you want to raise 
your pet from an A+ pet to an A++ pet, 
the Southern Lights Chapel in Fort 
Waintright is recognizing The Feast of  
Saint Francis by blessing pets. Bring your 
doggo between 1 - 2 p.m. or 7 - 8 
p.m. and get them #blessed.
– Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Wednesday / 5
You can watch the US Fish and Wildlife’ 
and the Tanana Valley Watershed 
Association’s short film “Voices of  the 
Chena,” about how the Chena River 
is the heart of  the community and 
home to king salmon. There will also 
be a discussion afterward. Check it out at 
Room 401 of  the Akasofu Building 
from noon to 1 p.m.
– Josh Hartman / Staff Writer

Thursday / 6
Head to the Patty at 7 p.m. to watch 
our Nanook volleyball team take on 
Concordia University on our home 
court. Students get in free with Polar 
Express ID. Point ‘Nooks!
– Erin Granger / Staff Writer

Friday / 7
Contrary to popular opinion, UAF is not 
just a college of  petroleum engineering, 
wildlife management and geophysics. 
Though they’re increasingly glomming 
together for their own survival, our school 
continues to have a diverse and vibrant 
selection of  liberal arts departments. But 
don’t take my word for it! The yearly 
We Are CLA open house is a fine 
opportunity to see (and speak to) real 
liberal arts professors and students 
up close. Current or future CLA students 
who participate can enter a drawing 
for a $500 scholarship, as well, which 
isn’t too shabby. You can find the open 

house in the Fine Arts Complex Great 
Hall from 3 - 5:30 p.m.
–Spencer Tordoff / Editor-in-Chief

Saturday / 8
It’s starting to get chilly and will only 
continue to get considerably colder. Now, 
is a great time to look in our closets and 
make sure we have winter gear that will 
keep us warm. UAF Winter Warm-Up 
is happening= in the Moore-Bartlett-
Skarland Rec Center and will be an 
awesome opportunity to get winter stuff 
on a students budget as in FREE. 
That is FREE winter stuff!! If  you have 
stuff you want to get rid of  donations 
will be accepted from 9 a.m.- 11 
a.m. and students can pick up FREE 
stuff from 11 a.m.- 1p.m.
– Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Sunday / 9
If  you want to, sign up with the Outdoor 
Adventures office to go on this beautiful 

Fall hike. It’s $96 starting today, there 
will be an overnight stay at the Stiles 
Creek Cabin, followed by a hike 
back the next day. Call or email the 
Outdoor Adventures office for more 
information.
– Ben Ellis / Web Editor

Monday / 10
Did you know that Fleetwood Mac got 
a star in Hollywood today in 1979? 
My upbringing gave me a particular 
fondness for 1970s rock bands. With this in 
mind, I wonder, how many people take the 
time on Monday, the start of  their work/
school week, to just relax for a bit and 
listen to some music? I suggest taking 
a break, tuning in to KSUA 91.5 and not 
letting the stress get to you just yet.
– Kyrie Long / Copy Editor

Sudoku
Fill in the squares so that the numbers 
1-9 each appear once in every row, 
column, and box.

Solution 
to 9/27 
Sudoku

9 3
2 3 6 7
8 9 3 5 2 6

7 5
9 8 4

1 4
7 8 1 3 4 2

4 6 8 1
4 6

3 7 5 6 1 2 8 9 4
1 8 2 4 9 5 6 7 3
4 6 9 7 8 3 5 1 2
8 5 4 3 2 7 9 6 1
9 3 6 1 4 8 7 2 5
2 1 7 9 5 6 4 3 8
6 9 8 5 3 1 2 4 7
5 4 3 2 7 9 1 8 6
7 2 1 8 6 4 3 5 9

Georgia Durden, Russian 
studies, senior

Bryce Schwarz, justice, 
sophomore

Mary Conlin, film and 
performing arts, sophomore

Lara Lotze, film and 
performing arts, junior

Klay Baker, wildlife biology, 
sophomore

“I did watch them, debates 
are theatrical anyway so it’s 
hard to take stock of  them 
but I thought it was pretty 
basic, this is what we are 
dealing with. Hillary did 
pretty well and Trump didn’t. 
I wasn’t surprised, I mean 
how would Trump deal with 
other foreign leaders.”

“Yes I watched it, I kind of  
feel worse, it seemed like a 
couple of  toddlers battling 
it out on the playground. 
Neither candidate seems 
worthy of  leading a country.”

“I really enjoyed it, it seemed 
more like a cartoon episode 
rather than a debate but I 
feel worse after watching it 
because how in the world 
did this country manage 
to choose the two people 
that none of  us wanted and 
now we are forced to choose 
between them in a two party 
system and they don’t focus 
on other candidates we can 
also choose like the green 
party or the libertarian party 
but it boiled down to those 
two and nobody likes them 
but we let it happen, and 
that’s discouraging.”

“I did not watch the debate 
because I knew I would get 
upset. The entire demeanor 
specifically of  Trump that 
made the atmosphere of  
the debate disrespectful and 
ludicrous in general.”

“I feel a little bit better about 
the elections, I’ve got more 
confidence in the candidates 
and they did a good job 
representing themselves.”

STAR
SUN
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As a student or employee of 
University of Alaska, you could be 
saving 17% on qualifying AT&T plans.

Sponsorship Program discounts: Monthly service discounts are available to qualified employees, students and other authorized individuals associated with eligible sponsoring organizations, such as companies and colleges/universities with a qualified business agreement 
(“Business Agreement”). Individuals must provide proof of eligibility (valid employee badge/student ID card, paystub or other approved validation method) and subscribe to service as Individual Responsibility Users (IRUs), taking personal liability for their accounts.
Discounts are subject to the Business Agreement and may be interrupted, changed and/or discontinued without notice to you. A minimum number of employees, minimum monthly service charge for qualified plans, additional AT&T services or other requirements may apply 
for eligibility. Under some Business Agreements, the discount can vary monthly depending on your organization’s aggregate volume of qualified charges. Discounts apply only to the monthly service charge of qualified plans (unless otherwise provided in your organization’s 
Business Agreement). Discounts are not available with any unlimited voice plans. For Family Talk plans, discount will only apply to the primary line. For Mobile Share plans, discount applies only to the monthly service charge for the data allotment of eligible plans, not to the 
additional monthly device charge(s). Additional plan and other restrictions apply. Discounts may not be combined. Offer subject to change. If you have a question about available discounts and/or your eligibility, contact your organization’s telecom manager or contact us at 
att.com/getIRU. All other marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. Service provided by AT&T Mobility.
© 2016 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T and the AT&T logo are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property.

Contact your AT&T sales representative, Shaneill Marquez
by emailing shaneill.marquez@att.com or calling 907-264-7249.
To purchase online, visit http://www.att.com/getIRU.

  Be the 
big saver 
on campus


